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ORGANIZATION OF THE JESTING

Opening and duration of the mc-etinp

1. In accordance with the wishes of the fifth sesstion of the Conference

of African Statisticians a forking Group on Public Sector Statistioe wa;3

convened in Addis Ababa on Monday 16 November 1970.

2. Th3 meeting opened \Tith an address delivered by Mr. V.L. Booksr

Chief of the ECA Statistics Division who explained that the Executive

Secretary of the Commission had be;n unable to attend. In his address,

Mr. Booker stressed the importance of the public sector in African countries

and th^ urgent need for a set of relevant data which were comprehersive,

timely, comparable and easy to understand. Th;-:- current lack of international

comparability was also stressed and th-: consequent difficulties experienced

by the 3CA secretariat in undertaking meaningful regional studies- It wan

pointed out that the object of the meeting was to promote international

co-ordination and development of public sector statistics within the general

framework of the revised UN System of National Accounts but tha+ the

forking Group should determine the best means for interpreting the inter

national recommendations having r^drd to African conditions.

Attendance

3. The meeting was attended by twenty-seven participants from ths

following members and associate members of the JSconoraie Comnis£ioa fci

Africa! Algeria, Cameroon, People's Republic of the Congo, Dahomey,

the Democratic Eepublic of the Congo, Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Ivory Coas-,:

Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Morocco, Nig-r, Nigeria,

Democratic Republic of Sudan, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, Uganda, and -.he

United Kingdom. Also present was a representative from the U.ff, Statistical

Office. The list of participants in given in Annex I.
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Election of officers

4. Mr. E. Cummings-Palmer of Sierra Leone was then elected Chairman

and Mr. E. Rakotobe of Madagascar Vice-chairman.

Agenda

5. The meeting adopted the following revised provisional agenda set

out in document E/CN.14/NAC/37/Rev.l3

(1) Opening address.

(2) Election of Chairman and Vice-chairman.

(3) Adoption of the agenda

(4) Public eector" statistics.

(a) Scope and uses of public sector statistics and kinds of

data required for these usesi

(b) Structure and composition of the public sector?

(c) The accounts and tables of the United Nations System of

National Accounts and their classifications;

(d) Concepts and definitions of transactions contained in these

accounts and tables,

(e) Sources and methods of gathering the required basic data

and techniques of compiling these accounts and tables.

(5) Adoption of the report.

DISCUSSION OF THE ITEMS OF THE AGENDA

Scope and uses of public sector statistics and kinds of data required

for these uses

6. In introducing this item reference was made to sections of chapter

9 of the new SKA (document ST/STAT/SER.F/2/Rev.3) and various paragraphs

of the document entitled "Government Transactions in the context of the

United Nations System of National Accounts" (E/CN.I4/NAC/38). It was
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pointed out that the public sector consisted not only of general government

agencies - producers of government services, including private non-profit

institutions mainly financed and controlled by public authorities and

extra-budgetary organizations - but. also of public enterprises-or industries,

which played, a different role in the, economy and produced goods and services

for sale on the market, with pricing practices sometimes differing from

those of private enterprises.

7- There was much discussion regarding the treatment of -foreign- ■

administrations operating in a country. The Working Group recognised, that

the treatment depended on the nature of these administrations, the types

of, and ways in which their operations were carried out,, and .ths degree to

which they were controlled and financed by the public authorities of the

country where they were located. If they were foreign embassies or foreign

military units, for example, they were to be treated as non-resident and

therefore did not form part of the public sector of the territory wherein

they were situated. If, on the other hand, their main role was to provide

technical assistance directly to the government of- the territory in which

they were located on a non-profit basis and did not have diplomatic status,

they were then resident units of that country and formed part of .that

country's public sector.

8. The following examples were given intor alia:

(a) Technical Assistance. Experts cr advisers furnished under

United Nations or bilateral assistance working in departments,

bureaus, etc. of the public authorities of a country for an "

extended periods of time (e.g. a year), were considered residents

of the country in which they were stationed and their services

were to be considered as part of the production and consumption

expenditure of this government. Their total emoluments paid by

the United Nations or the foreign countries would be treated as

transfers from abroad to that country and the part of their

salaries deposited or transfers abroad would be treated as
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transfers in balance of payments from the country where they

were stationed to abroad.

A private non-profit organization maintaining offices in a

country for technical assistance mainly to the government

would be treated as a resident institution and as part of the

government sector of that country.

(,°) Educational institutions of religious missions in a country

mainly financed from abroad would be treated as private non

profit institutions serving households.

(d) An itinerant adviser spending very short periods in a country,

such as is provided under the bilateral technical assistance

programme of a foreign country was to be considered a resident

of the country from which he operated, and his production as

part of the GDP of tha foreign country. Eis services, however,

were to be considered as part of the consumption expenditure

of the government of the territory in which these services were

rendered? this consumption expenditure could be financed by a

current transfer to that government from the foreign country

employing the expert.

9. Another item which provided discussion was the criterion for

classifying mixed enterprises as public or private enterprises. It was

pointed out that this depended en the amount of government participation

as well as the control exercised "by the national government- If, for

example, 50 per cent of the equity of a corporation owned by the national

government and 50 per cent by private interests or a foreign government,

this corporation should be treated either as a private or a public

enterprise depending on the degree of control exercised by the national

government. If the national government exercised detailed control in

respect of the policies and operations of the corporation, it was to be

treated as a public corporation. An example is the central bank of a
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country which irrespective of the sources of capital is dealt with as a

public financial institution; in other words, as part of the public sector.

10. In considering the uses of public sector statistics the Working Group

recognised that the uses and requirements of statistics for general

government were different from those for public enterprises since government,

usually provided community, economic, educational, health and other social

services free of charge and exercised controls with respect to the economy

while the activities of public enterprises were usually rendered for sale

on a profit basis. It was emphasised that an important use of public sector

statistics was to prepare economic budgets. It was agreed that it was

important to link the cost of producing government services with the

objectives for performing these services, and to measure the demands and

impact of general government on the resources and conditions of the

national economy. It was also considered that the efficiency with which

government resources were employed should be measured. It was therefore

necessary to know the various types of activities carried on within the

government sector, the cost-structure and purpose of these activities,

income and outlay, capital transactions and public debt of general government

bodies. In the case of public enterprises, information was required on

their kinds of activity, cost structure, and the relationships between their

inputs and their outputs, their gross domestic fixed capital formation

operating surplus, net savings, financing of capital, capital transfers

from government, new investment from government, subsidies and eo on.

11. There was some discussion regarding the measurement of productivity

within the public sector. The Working Group recognised that this required

the measurement of output at constant prices in terms of quantity indicators

of output, and the fact that such measurements of government services could

not easily be developed rendered such an exercise extremely difficult. It

was noted that usually the output of government services at constant prices

was measured in terms of inputs and that when this approach was adopted the

value of the output was equated to the total cost of the inputs.
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Structure and composition of the public sector

12. The introduction to this item was based on paragraphs 4 to 9 and

27 to 48 of document E/CN.I4/NAC/38. It was pointed out that the public

sector was defined from two points of view - as a collection of

institutional-type, financial decision-making entities and a collection

of establishment-type producing units - that in the new SNA its scope was

wider than in the old SNA since it now included non-profit institutions

serving households or enterprises which were wholly or mainly financed

and controlled by the public authorities. The first point of view was

appropriate when dealing with statistics of income and outlay and capital

finance^ the second when focussing on production, consumption expenditure

and capital formation. The institutional-type and establishment-type

statistical units of the public sector were described in considerable

detail.

13* The institutional arrangements existing in various African countries

were discussed, and it was agreed that on the whole there were no

difficulties in obtaining comparability in delineating the public sector

since the SHA definitions could be applied. The main aspects of the topic

that were discussed was the treatment of extra-territorial organizations,

the criteria for distinguishing between government services and general

government, on the one hand, and public industries and corporate and

quasi-corporate enterprises, on the other, and the criteria for

distinguishing between public and private enterprises.

14. In the case of regional inter-governmental organizations, such as

the East African Community, the treatment of the activities of the

organization of an enterprise-type and government servicos-type, was

indicated. In the case of the enterprises of the community, for example,

the railroad, post office, nominal enterprises were defined in the case of

each participating country in respect of the gross output produced on the

territory of the country and the cost structure and value added of the

production. It was noted that the approach taken was similar to that
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recommended in the SNA (paragraphs 5.103 through 5.IO8) concerning the

trea^sr.t of producers operating in several countries. In the case-of the

government service-type activities, of the community, -value added is

allocated to each of the member countries in proportion of the services

actually produced in the territory of the country and their final

consumption expenditure is divided among the countries in proportion of

the services actually rendered to government, enterprises and households

of each country. It was noted that the question of allocations in this

respect is not dealt with in the SSA proper.

15- In the case of the criteria for distinguishing between government,

services and government enterprises, some delegates were of the opinion

that any government department which undertook functions ordinarily carried

out by the private sector should be considered as a governceat enterprise.

It was pointed out, however, that since in many parts of the world

government engaged in certain entertainment activities such as the

operation of theatres and orchestras for which fees were charged, it was

necessary in general to utilise the criterion of whether these fees were

meant to cover the full costs of production in addition to the kind of

activities engaged in. However, whore units of government produced solely

for government the criterion of kind of activity should apply,,

IS. As regards the classification of industries between public and private

enterprises, it was agreed that although the principal criteria should be

ownership and control since governments used these enterprises as

instruments for implementing public policy, control should be the over

riding factor. An an example, it was pointed out that even when a

government had no equity holding in an institution, if the central govern

ment appointed a majority on the board of directors of that institution,

such an institution should be part of the public sector.
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The accounts and tables and classifications of the UN System of National

Accounts in respect of the public sector

17. Under this sub-item, the Working Group examined the standard accounts

and tables of the revised SNA in respect of the public sector, the

industrial and purpose classifications to be used in the accounts and

tables and the adaptation of the full system to the circumstances of the

developing countries. Background material for the discussion consisted

of paragraphs 10-26, 49-63 and 64-68 of document :H/CN.14/NAC/38.

18. The Group noted that the accounts in respect to the production and

use of goods and services (Class II Accounts) consisted of production,

consumption expenditure and capital formation accounts in the case of

government services and production and capital formation accounts in the

case of public industries. The tables based on these accounts dealt

with (i) the classification of the gross output, intermediate consumption

of government services and public industries according to kind of

activity, (ii) the classification of the total consumption expenditure

of government services and the cost-composition according to purpose and

(iii) the classification of the gross fixed capital formation of government

services and public industries according to broad type of commodity and

according to kind of economic activity and of the increases of the stocks

of public industries according to "broad type of stock and according to

kind of economic activity. Public industries were to be distinguished

from private industries in the tables and accounts of the adaptation of

the full system for use by the developing countries but not in the full

SNA itself. Another classification of industries used in the adaptation

of the full system was the distinction between modern and traditional

modes of production.

19. The accounts in respect of the financial transactions of general

government, public corporate and quasi-corporate non-financial enterprises

and public financial institutions (Class III Accounts) consisted of income

and outlay and capital finance accounts. The supporting tables to these
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accounts called for (i) income and outlay and capital transactions in

respect of the public- sector as a whole, (ii) income and outlay and

capital finance accounts in respect of the sub-sectors 01 general government

and the classification of selected transactions from these accounts

according to purpose and (iii) the detailed classification of the

transactions, in financial claims of the sub-sectors of general government,

of public corporate and quasi-corporate non-financial enterprises and of

sub-divisions of public financial institutions. The adaptation of the SNA

to the circumstances of the developing countries included a' full set of

accounts in respect of the public sector, consolidated as well as in

respect of general government and public industries.

20. The'group also took note of the contents of the industrial and

purpose'classifications of the new SNA. The industrial (i.n, hind of

economic activi%■) classification of the system which is shovm in

Tabla 5.2 of tb.e publication on the SNA, is based on the r<-,vV. ^. IP I-?.

However, adjustments have been made in the classification in order to make

the classification suitable for-national accounting purposes. Thus, the

owner-occupancy of dwellings, not an activity in the ISIC, has "been included

as a separate category under the real estate industry? and the category

"public administration and defence" (division No. 9l) of the ISIC has been

sub-divided according to the purpose of the activity in order to make i^

possible to pass from the kind-of-activity classification to the purpose

classification in the case of government units. The purpose classification

in respect of government services and general government (Table 5-3 of the

publication on the SNA) represents a modification of functional

classification of government expenditure on the U.K. Manual on Economic

and Functional Classification of Government Accounts in the light of

experience in its use. The purpose classification is particularly useful

in project and performance budgeting and in bridging the gap between

annual government budgets and development plans.

21. The question was raised whether any correspondence had been
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established "between the purpose classification of government activities

and the commodity classification of the revised SNA. The group noted that

there is little correspondence between the purpose and commodity

classifications. However, certain categories of the classification of

household final consumption expenditure by object (Table 6.1 of the

publication on the SNA) and the classifications by purpose of government

and private non-profit activities (Tables 5.3 and 5.4 of the SNA) had

been brought into correspondence, e.g. health, education, cultural

services, so that outlays for these purposes by households, government

bodies and private non-profit services could be added together or linked

in other ways.

22. The definitions of traditional and modern modes of production was

also discussed. Participants considered that no fast and rigid definition

could be established, and agreed on the usefulness of the criteria of

resources, facilities and technology used, the manner in which production

was organized and managed, and the scale of operations which are set out

in the SNA for purposes of formulating a definition for use in their

countriesa It was noted that the criterion of whether profit-and-loss

and balance-sheet accounts were available might not be too useful in

making the distinction since medium-sized enterprises using modern

technologies may none-the-less not keep adequate accounting records.

23. The Group discussed the usefulness of the Class VI Accounts of the

BNA, i.e, accounts in respect of the public sector, and the related tables

of the SNA and the possibilities of compiling these accounts. It was

agreed that these accounts and tables, which related to the public sector,

consolidated, public non-financial corporate and quasi-corporate enter

prises, and general government, consolidated, furnished valuable ways of

systematically presenting coherent and interrelated data for purposes of

analysing and formulating fiscalj income distribution, social and other

economic development policies. The tables were also of considerable

interest for purposes of evaluating the uses of, and demands for, resources
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by the public authorities in the light of thsir objectives and the

efficiency and input-output coefficients of government bodies. This

information is called for classified according to kind of economic

activity and purpose ir. the table- of ths revised SNA. Preparing the

accounts and tables will usually require reclassification of the budgetary

accounting data that is compiled and this might involve dealing with

vouchers - and other records in respect of individual transactions.

24. The Group considered next the current practices of countries of the

region in respect of the compilation of accounts and tables, based on

paragraphs 9-22 of document E/CN.I4/NAC/4O. It was noted that 26 countries

of the region had prepared economic and functional classifications of

government transaction in recent years. Sudan had already issued income

and outlay and capital finance accounts for general government in

accordance with the revised SNA. The attention of the group was drawn

to the considerable variation in practices among countries and to the

resulting difficulties in international comparability. The period of

account used differed among countries and even among different levels of

government and the public enterprises of the same country. Differences

occurred in the time when accounts were closed, and tb* lag between tUe

closing of the accounts and their publication was long in several instances.

It was explained that much of tho delay in the publication of data was

due to printing problems which were beyond the control of the statisticians.

The Group considered that it would be feasible and useful to use the same

period of account for all levels of government, public enterprises and

other sectors of a country. The Group, however, felt that it would not t>«

practicable to adopt a standard period of account for use by all African

countries.

on definitions of transactions contained in the account*

tables

25. The Group discussed first the transactions of producers of government

services, based on paragraphs 16 through 60 of document E/CN.14/HAC/39.
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26. The Group noted that the revised SNA included a production account

for producers of government services 30 that attention could be focused

on the output and the cost structure of the services. While charges for

the consumption of fixed capital were included in the cost of production,

imputations in respect of net rent for government owned and occupied

buildings were not included. The imputation in respect of net rent in

the old SNA had been dropped because many countries had not attempted it

and because an effort had been made to reduce the number of imputations

in the revised SNA to a minimum. Some participants in the Group regretted

the omission of the imputation in respect of net rent for government

owned and occupied buildings because interest on the value of the non-

residential buildings was an economic cost to the government services,

and should be taken into account in cost-benefit analysis and the planning

of capital formation. The indicated that it was not too difficult to make

the imputation and that the imputation was included in the value added of

government services in the case of their countries. It was noted that if

the management of government owned and occupied buildings were dealt with

as a government enterprise, net rent (operating suplus) would then be

included in the cost structure of this industry.

27= It was noted that the charges for consumption of fixed capital in

the case of government service? related to machinery and equipment, as

well as to buildings, in the case of revised SNA. In the old SKA, the

depreciation of building* only was covered- The charges for consumption

of fixed capital in both the revised and the old SNA were discussed. The

most appropriate way of estimating the charges required information on the

average expected life-time of various kinds of fixed assets and the

maintenance of a perpetual inventory in respect of the assets. The

perpetual inventory could be maintained from annual information on gross

fixed capital formation classified according to kind of- durable commodity

and valued at constant prices. For purposes of converting data on gross

fised capital formation to the prices of the base year period and for

purposes of revaluing the stock of fixed assets according to replacement
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cost for the year for which depreciation charges would be computed, it

was necessary to have series of price indices classified according to

kind of fixed assets.

28. In the new SNA, as well as in the old SNA, the compensation of

employees included wages and salaries in kind and actual or imputed

contributions of government services to pension schemes in respect of

employees. The wages and salaries in kind were to be valued at the cost

incurred by the government services. In the case of housing provided

free of charge or at a reduced rate to government employees, the cost to

government was to be taken as either the market or economic rent in respect

of the housing, reduced by any rents paid by the government employees.

If the dwellings were owned by the government, they were to be separated

from the government services and treated as an industry. The economic

rent should cover the outlays made in respect of operating, maintaining and

repairing the dwellings and in respect of water charges, insurances service

charge, taxes, depreciation and interest on the replacement cost of the

dwellings. Other types of wages and salaries in kind, commonly received

by government employees, consisted of uniforms which the employees used

for every day wear and health services provided free of charge or at

nominal rates. Where it was necessary to make imputations in respect of

non-contributory pensions paid to government employees, these imputations

should be based on the structure of the current government labour force

and the pensions which were to be paid on retirement. If it was not

feasible to estimate the imputation on this basis, it would probably be

necessary to resort to actual pensions being paid.

29. The scope of gross fixed capital formation in the revised SNA

differed from that of the old SNA because breeding cattle, dairy cattle,

draught animals and sheep raised for wool clip were classified as fixed

assets. The definitions in respect of gross fixed capital formation were

the same. Questions were raised concerning the treatment of durable goeds

acquired by the defence forces of a country as consumption expenditure,
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rather than as fixed capital formation. Some participants noted that

outlays on the acquisition of schools and hospitals for military personnel

were treated as fixed capital formation in their countries. It was also

suggested that there was no difference between the outlays of the armed

forces on durable equipment and those of the police forces though in the

SNA, the former outlays were classified as consumption expenditure and

the latter outlays were treated as fixed capital formation. Attention

was called to the fact that in the SNA, dwellings provided by the armed

forces to military personnel were treated as fixed assets but that military

barracks were treated as current consumption. It was emphasised that

where the practices of the countries differed from those recommended

internationally, these differences should be footnoted in publishing and

furnishing data.

30. The Group considered paragraphs 61-88 of documont EV'CN-14/NAC/39j

which concerned the transactions of public industries. The participants

discussed those aspects of the transactions which had not already been

discussed in connection with producers of government services.

31. Unlike government services, public industries realised operating

surplus. In the case of fiscal monopolies the part of the operating

surplus which exceeded the normal rate for private industries, was to be

treated as indirect taxes. While difficulties would not be encountered

in identifying fiscal monopolies, problems would probably arise in the

case of other public monopolies, the excessive operating surplus of which

should be treated as indirect taxes. It was noted that the criterion

which should be- used for this purpose was the existence of surpluses over

an extended period of time due to the fact that prices had been set

abnormally .high. ,

32. The Group discussed the appropriate mode of valuing stocks of raw

materials and unfinished goods. It was considered that stocks of un

finished goods would, as a practical matter need to be valued at direct

costs of production. If cost accounting records were not maintained, it
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should be feasible to obtain information on the value of stocks of un

finished goods from the periodic inventories taken by the public industries

Haw materials held in stock should be valued at the purchasers' prices
current in the market.

33. The Group discussed the treatment of the imputed service charges

for banks in the revised SNA. It was noted that while the imputed servic,

charges were computed in the same fashion in the new and old SNA, the

charges were not allocated to industries and households in proportion to "

their deposits in the new SNA. Instead, the imputed service charge, were

allocated to a nominal industry which was to be classified as a financial

institution in the case of the incoms and outlay accounts. As a result '

the negative operating surplus of the nominal financial institution

balanced out the positive operating surplus of banks resulting from the

imputed service charges, and there was no need to impute interest paid

and received in respect of the service charges. The rationale for the

procedure adopted in the new SNA was that the major services rendered by

banks was to make loans to businesses from the deposits held by the bank-

The difference between the interest received by banks on these loans and

the interest paid out by the banks could be attributed to charges in

respect of investigating and processing leans and in respect of the risks

involved in the loans granted. Since it was not practical to distribute

the imputed service charges to industries in proportion to the loan, which

they received, a nominal industry was raised for this purpose.

34. The Group considered the definitions of transactions of general

government and of corporate and quasi-corporate public enterprises, based

on paragraphs 89 through 147 of document E/CN.14/NAC/39.

35. It was noted that the scope of general government differed from that
cf producers of government services and that the scope of corporate and

quaS1-corPorate:public enterprises differed from that of public industries

General government included, in addition tc producers of government

services, government enterprises mainly producing goods and services for
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the government itself or selling to the public on a small scale. Corporate

and quasi-corporate public enterprises excluded the public industries

consisting of the government enterprises described above.

36. The Group noted that the rent to be recorded in the income and

outlay accounts referred to rent on land only. It was emphasised that

rents on buildings and machinery were to be recorded in the production

accounts, as part of the intermediate consumption of the leases and the

gross output of the owner of the buildings and machinery.

37- The definition of indirect taxes was discussed in terms of a

suggested listing of indirect taxes in paragraph 99 of the document. It

was noted that export duties were classified as indirect taxes because

these duties constituted part of the price at which the goods were

exported. In general, indirect taxes were levies on the sale, purchase

and use of goods and services by producers and on the employment of

producers, except social security taxes, which the producers treated afe

costs of production and added to factor costs to arrive at the price at

which they marketed their products. The criterion of the ultimate

incidence of a tax for purposes of distinguishing between indirect and

direct taxes had been abandoned because the incidence could not be clearly

established in the case of any given tax. In view of the definition of

indirect taxes, passport, airport and business license fees which were

paid by businesses should "be included in indirect taxes. On the other

hand, when such fees were paid by households, they were to be treated as

transfers, "compulsory fees", since households did not engage in

production. Motor vehicle license fees, which were imposed largely for

purposes of raising revenue, were in the SNA considered to be indirect

taxes when paid by businesses, but direct taxes when paid by households.

This distinction was also based on the fact that households were not

producers.

38. The Group discussed other situations where the question of the-

classification of the receipts of government arose. It was noted that
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taxes charged on the gross tonnage of vessels were to be treated as indirect

taxes. Fees which were imposed on businesses using markets stalls and,

at the same time, on street vendors were to be classified as indirect

taxes. Since the fees were levied on both types of vendors, they could

not be considered to be payments for the use of the market stalls. The

expenditure of government for the maintenance and repair of the market

stalls should be treated as part of its intermediate and final consumption

expenditure. Fees paid to town planning authorities in respect of

building plans should also be considered as indirect taxes.

39. The question was raised concerning which kind of grants on current

account made by central governments to local governments, should be

treated as subsidies. It was pointed out that this would depend on the

purposes for which the grants were made. If the grants were made so that

the local governments could finance the negative operating surplus of

government enterprises resulting fren the intentional setting of low

prices, then the grants should be treated as subsidies. If not the grants

were to be considered current transfers,

40. The Group next dealt with the definition of gross fixed capital

formation. The outlays on land clearance and improvement and on

construction which were made in the case of resettlement schemes, were to

be considered to be gross fixed capital formation. If the resettlement

projects were later abandoned, these outlays represented a capital loss

which should be recorded in the revaluation account. On the other hand,

losses and wastes in the case of stocks of non-durable goods should be

treated as intermediate consumption. Tlie group agreed that outlays on

judicial investigations and land surveys which were raade as part of "land

consolidation" were to be considered, as the intermediate consumption of

government rather than gross fixed capital formation. This was the case

since the outlays were not embodied in durable goods. For the same reasons,

outlays on research and investigations, agricultural extension work,

education and training of employees and exploration, which were not
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embodied in durable goods, were to be considered to be intermediate

consumption. On the other hand construction engaged in during the

exploration for minerals petroleum etc., was to be considered as gross

fixed capital formation.

41. in some instances exploration for petroleum and other minerals

carried on in a country by foreign companies did not give rise to the

production of petroleum, ores, etc., but did furnish employment. It

was recommended that in these instances, the gross output of the nominal

enterprise raised to cover the exploration works should be considered to

be equal to its outlays on current account made in the course of the

exploration works. The gross output should be considered to be a service

rendered to the foreign parent company and therefore as an expart of the

country in which the exploration was carried on.

42. The Group discussed country practices in respect of the classification

and definition of items of data, based on paragraphs 23-45 of document

E/CN.I4/NAC/4O. It was noted that countries had not yet had time to

review their practices in terms of the revised SNA and that, in any case,

they would find it necessary to adopt the definitions of the revised SNA

to their requirements and circumstances. The Group agreed that where the

data published in respect of a country differed in definition from the

international recommendations, this should be indicated in footnotes.

It was also considered that national data should be published in

sufficient detail to enable users to rearrange the data to suit their own

particular requirements.

Sources and methods of gathering the required basic data and techniques

of compiling these accounts and tables

43. The introduction of this item was based on paragraphs 2-15 of

document E/CN.I4/NAC/39. The. basic source material for the different

levels of government and public enterprise were discussed. It was pointed

out that since the accounting data of government activities were generally

designed to be used in budgetary control, they required revision and

adjustment before they could conform to the requirements for economic and

social analypis and national accoun+ing. The practices of the countries
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of the region in respect of the collection and treatment of these data

were reviewed. Estimating problems and existing difficulties were dealt

withj as well as conceptual problems such as the conversion of data from

a cash to an accrual basis and the reporting of data on a calendar basis.

44. As regards the reporting of data on a calendar year basis, it was

agreed that if the fiscal year used in government accounting differed, ib

would be best to sum up the relevant data for calendar months or quarter::.

Some delegates were of the opinion that the conversion of government account;

from a cash to accrual basis was difficult and would introduce further dsle.y,

into the preparation of accounts than at present existed. Howaver, it vms

recognized that there were advantages from the point of view of both

financial control and economic analysis to using an accrual basis of reooic! ■

ing. It was noted that UN Technical Assistance could be made available to

countries on their request in respect of the organization of government

accounting records and the use of computers in assembling and tabulating

these data*

45- At this juncture the work done by the secretariat on public financa

statistics was reviewed. It was pointed out that this work i;as important to

the regional planning ir. i&ich thfi 3CA secretariat v:.-. actively invjlvcd and

that owing to lack of relevant data from several countries of the region, it

had been necessary to resort to secondary source material from European

journals and other publications. The resulting data were not alleys nils!/..-;

or adequate. The tfoxking Group recognized the inadequacy and other limita

tions of the country data for purposes of compiling regional statistic;-; oz

government revenue and expenditure and public debt* and it was agreed thi

every effort should be made to publish better and more comprehensive public,

finance statistics in future in order to facilitate regional planning,

Adoption of the report

46. The Draft Report, prepared by the secretariat, was amended and

adopted by tlie Working Group on 20 November 1970.
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